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Toroidal Plasma Rotation Induced by the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor in theTEXTOR Tokamak
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The first results of the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor in TEXTOR, when operating in the m=n � 3=1
mode configuration, are presented. The deeply penetrating external magnetic field perturbation of this
configuration increases the toroidal plasma rotation. Staying below the excitation threshold for the
m=n � 2=1 tearing mode, this toroidal rotation is always in the direction of the plasma current, even if
the toroidal projection of the rotating magnetic field perturbation is in the opposite direction. The
observed toroidal rotation direction is consistent with a radial electric field, generated by an enhanced
electron transport in the ergodic layers near the resonances of the perturbation. This is an effect
different from theoretical predictions, which assume a direct coupling between rotating perturbation
and plasma to be the dominant effect of momentum transfer.
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Helical magnetic field perturbations are introduced in
tokamak plasmas to study, on the one hand, the ergodic
divertor concept [1,2] and, on the other hand, the inter-
action of such perturbations with the magnetohydro-
dynamics (MHD) stability of the plasma [3,4]. Recent
experiments, for instance, suggest a control method to
mitigate edge localized modes while maintaining the
pedestal pressure and thus plasma confinement [5–7].
However, open questions remain, in particular, with re-
gard to the influence on the momentum transport of the
plasma. Indeed, one motivation to equip the tokamak
TEXTOR with the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED)
[8] was to be able to study the interaction between helical
magnetic field perturbations and plasma transport and
stability.

The DED consists of 16 magnetic perturbation coils
(four quadruples), plus two additional coils for the com-
pensation of the magnetic field imperfections at the
feeder regions of the coils. The coils wind helically
around the inner side of the torus (major radius: R �
05=94(1)=015003(5)$23.00 015003
1:75 m; minor radius of the circular plasma cross section
typically a � 0:47 m) with a pitch corresponding to the
magnetic field lines of the magnetic flux surface with a
safety factor of q � 3. Depending on the choice of coil
connections to the power supplies, base modes with dif-
ferent poloidal and toroidal mode numbers can be pro-
duced. For the DED these are m=n � 12=4, 6=2, and 3=1.
The penetration depth into the plasma strongly depends
on the mode numbers: While the m=n � 12=4 affects the
edge plasma only, the m=n � 3=1 mode reaches into the
plasma center (the maximum radial magnetic field com-
ponent achievable by the DED at the q � 2 surface is
�10�3 of the total magnetic field).

In this Letter we present results obtained by the m=n �
3=1 mode operation. Covering about one-third of the
poloidal cross section of the torus, the mode spectrum
of the DED does not contain many sidebands. For the
m=n � 3=1 configuration the three dominant resonant
components inside the plasma are m � 1, 2, and 3. In
Fig. 1 their strengths at the respective resonances are
-1  2005 The American Physical Society



FIG. 2. Characteristic time traces of discharge parameters for
a case where static DED fields have been applied. Shown are
(from top to bottom) plasma current, central line averaged
density, electron and ion temperature, central toroidal angular
frequency, and currents of two independent DED coils. The
vertical line indicates the onset of a tearing mode, induced by
the DED. The time traces of ion temperature and rotation
frequency also indicate the time of NBI (0.3 MW). At the
shown radii temperatures and toroidal angular frequency drop
sharply at the onset of the tearing mode.
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FIG. 1. Poincaré plot of the magnetic field topology with
(static) DED for the m=n � 3=1 configuration, calculated
from a superposition of the perturbation field (for a DED
current, IDED � 1:0 kA) and a plasma equilibrium with an
edge safety factor of q�a� � 4:5. On the right the underlying
amplitudes of the magnetic field perturbation for the m � 1, 2,
and 3 components are plotted at their resonance positions.
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exemplified. Also illustrated in the form of a Poincaré
plot is the corresponding magnetic field topology, calcu-
lated from a linear superposition of the (static) magnetic
field perturbation by the DED and a plasma equilibrium
[8–11]. The magnetic island structures and the ergodic
regions in their vicinity can be clearly seen.

The unique feature of the DED is the possibility to
rotate the magnetic fields with frequencies of up to 10 kHz
by supplying the coils with ac currents. This frequency is
of the order of the diamagnetic velocity at the plasma
edge region or of the central toroidal rotation velocity
achievable by about 1 MWof unidirectional neutral beam
injection. To our knowledge the only other perturbation
field experiments with similar properties are the much
smaller research tokamak CSTN at Nagoya University
[12] and the tokamak TEXT [13], which however was
limited to a much lower perturbation level.

The course of the experiments, presented here, can be
outlined as follows (Fig. 2). After discharge initiation,
first neutral beam injection (NBI) is applied. NBI is
required for the measurement of the toroidal plasma
velocity by charge exchange recombination spectros-
copy (CXRS) and, depending on the applied beam lines
and the level of injected power, constitutes a significant
source of toroidal angular momentum. TEXTOR is
equipped with two beam lines which inject toroidally
either in (co-NBI) or opposite to the direction of the
plasma current (counter-NBI). Once the plasma has
reached stationary conditions with respect to plasma
current, heating power, electron and ion temperatures,
and electron density, the currents in the DED coils are
slowly ramped up (�0:7 kA=s) to a preprogrammed
level. This level is held constant for about half a second,
after which the DED is switched off again.

The influence on the toroidal plasma rotation has been
studied for different combinations of perturbation field
rotation direction and frequency: static perturbation
without rotation, 1 kHz corotation in the direction of
the plasma current, and 1 kHz counterrotation opposite
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to the plasma current. NBI has been varied between
0.3 MW coinjection, 1.5 MW balanced injection (coin-
jected and counterinjected powers balance each other),
and 1.5 MW coinjection. On TEXTOR the NBI power is
varied by inserting a V-shaped target with a reduced
opening into the beam line, thereby reducing the power
injected into the plasma. At low power (0.3 MW) the
auxiliary heating is similar to the Ohmic heating by
300 kA of plasma current. Since the DED perturbation
field is helical, it has poloidal and toroidal components.
Likewise, in the dynamic case, the field rotation is in
poloidal and toroidal directions (with a ratio of toroidal to
poloidal components of only 10%). For rotating DED
fields this means that, if the toroidal projection of the
rotation is in the cocurrent direction, the poloidal projec-
tion is in the ion diamagnetic drift direction.

The time evolution of characteristic parameters of a
discharge with static DED and low NBI power is shown in
Fig. 2. During the application of the magnetic field per-
-2
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FIG. 3 (color). Temporal evolution of the radial profiles of
(a) toroidal rotation, (b) ion temperature, and (c) electron
temperature. The increase of the DED current before the onset
of the mode is denoted in red; the times after the mode onset
are shown in blue. The onset of the mode reduces the central
temperature peaking and flattens !� between the q � 1 and
2 surfaces. In addition Te can just resolve the local flattening
due to the island formation at the q � 2 surface.
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turbation two phases can be distinguished. First, the DED
coil currents rise without a major impact on the plasma
behavior. Plasma temperatures, density, and energy do not
change significantly. The only remarkable change is a
slight increase of the angular frequency with an increas-
ing DED current of about 20% with regard to the rotation
produced by NBI alone.

The second phase is characterized by the formation of a
m=n � 2=1 MHD instability with a saturated mode am-
plitude, once the current per DED coil exceeds a critical
value of about 0.8 kA, which corresponds to a magnetic
field perturbation of 1:0� 10�3 T at the q � 2 surface.
Local flattening of temperature and density profiles in the
vicinity of the q � 2 surface suggest the formation of a
tearing mode. The helicity is deduced from the relative
phase evolution of Mirnov coil signals, which are taken at
different poloidal and toroidal positions. Once excited,
the mode locks to the external magnetic field perturba-
tion; i.e., for a static DED it does not move with respect to
the plasma vessel. After the DED is switched off, the
mode persists but starts to rotate with a frequency of
�1:5 kHz, which is seen on both the Mirnov coil signals
at the plasma boundary and the soft x-ray emission from
the plasma core. In some cases, the rotation of the tearing
mode does not start immediately after the switch off of
the DED but is delayed until also the NBI is turned off.
The excitation of the tearing mode is very reproducible
and the critical perturbation threshold varies with plasma
parameters, such as density, plasma beta, or toroidal
plasma rotation [14]. To obtain a stationary saturated
mode an edge safety factor q�a� � 4:5 is required. At
lower q�a� the plasma tends to disrupt.

The tearing mode is accompanied by a 12% loss of
thermal energy, calculated from the profiles of electron
and ion temperature, and electron density. The electron
density shows only a small dip at the onset of the tearing
mode, caused by the feedback control of the density. Set
to a level of 2� 1019 m�3, the loss of particle confine-
ment is compensated by a stronger gas fueling which
keeps the density constant. The observed dip is a conse-
quence of the finite response time of the feedback control
system.

Most noticeable, however, is the change of the central
angular toroidal frequency, !� � v�=R (where v� is the
Doppler velocity obtained from CXRS). Figure 3 shows
the temporal profile evolution of ion plasma rotation, ion
temperature, and electron temperature. Owing to techni-
cal restrictions, the CXRS measurement covers only the
inner two-thirds of the plasma, ranging from the center
to the q � 2 surface. The Te measurement is derived from
two electron cyclotron emission (ECE) systems which are
separated toroidally by 110	. The upper (red) curves in
Fig. 3(c) correspond to the case prior to the onset of the
mode. The two lower curves represent the Te distribution
after the onset of the mode, showing an overall reduction
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of the ECE temperature, measured close to the X point of
the tearing mode (solid line), and a local flattening at the
O point (dashed line). This flattening allows an estimate
of the island width of 5–6 cm, which is about twice the
value of the vacuum island (3.2 cm) at the mode onset.
During the first phase, when the DED coil currents start
increasing, !� rises over the whole profile, while the ion
temperature does not change. At the onset of the tearing
mode !� drops in the plasma center by almost a factor
of 2, in contrast to the vicinity of the q � 2 surface,
where it further increases. This results in a flat rotation
profile between the q � 1 and 2 surfaces, as if in this
region the plasma moved like a rigid body. The island
width, however, is considerably smaller than the flat part
of v�. Both ion and electron temperature do not show
such a pronounced change, which is also reflected in the
quite moderate drop of plasma energy.

With rotating DED field the temporal evolution of the
experiment is basically the same as the one illustrated
in Fig. 2. The only difference is that the DED coils are
now supplied with ac currents to produce a rotating
magnetic field perturbation. Rotating the DED with a
frequency of 1 kHz opposite to the plasma current and
NBI (counterrotation), the behavior of the plasma is es-
sentially the same as in the static case: At first, a slight
increase of the toroidal plasma rotation with increasing
DED current is observed until the threshold for the ex-
citation of the m=n � 2=1 tearing mode is exceeded
(Fig. 4). Considering now the effective current (rms) in
the DED coils, this threshold is about the same as in the
static case. Again, the appearance of the tearing mode
coincides with a flattening of the angular frequency pro-
-3
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FIG. 5 (color). Dependence of the change of the central
toroidal angular frequency, �!�, on DED current, IDED, for
discharges with corotating and counterrotating perturbation
field and different beam powers and injection directions.
While the initial toroidal rotation frequencies vary between 0
(balanced NBI) and 80 krad=s (1.5 MW co-NBI), all cases
show a comparable increase of �!� with IDED.
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FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of the central toroidal angular
frequency and ion temperature for corotating (solid line) and
counterrotating (dashed line) DED. The DED current ampli-
tude, which is the same in both cases, is indicated by the trace
at the bottom of the graph.
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file. Consistent with the observations in the static case
(Fig. 3), the core plasma rotation does not completely
brake or lock to the mode. Instead a finite corotation is
preserved [f � !�=�2�� � 1 kHz], while the DED per-
turbation fields are rotating with about the same fre-
quency in the opposite direction.

The most prominent effect is seen when applying a
corotating DED field (with a frequency of 1 kHz). A
tearing mode is not excited, although the effective DED
current is clearly above the threshold required to excite a
tearing mode in the static or counterrotating cases.
Instead, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the toroidal rotation
continues to rise with the DED current to almost twice
the initial level.

The relation between the change of the central toroidal
rotation and DED current amplitude for cases with coro-
tating or counterrotating DED and different NBI powers
and injection directions is summarized in Fig. 5.
Accordingly, the initial toroidal velocity varies between
0 (balanced NBI) and 80 krad=s (1.5 MW co-NBI). In all
cases, however, �!� increases with DED current. Only
the level at which the tearing mode sets in, and hence the
achievable increase of toroidal rotation, is different.
Interpreting the strength of the DED current as the degree
of ergodization [15], the strong dependence of �!� on
the DED current is supporting evidence that the magnetic
field ergodization is the cause for the strong toroidal spin-
up of the plasma. The fact that the rise of the rotation is
independent of the DED rotation direction, as long as the
tearing mode is not excited, indicates the presence of an
effect different to a direct resonant coupling between
DED and plasma [16,17].

A tentative explanation could be an enhanced radial
transport of the electrons in the open field lines of the
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ergodic boundary together with the ambipolarity con-
straint for the ions. This leads to a charge separation
which is counteracted by the buildup of a radial electric
field, Er. The direction of the observed increase of v� is
consistent with such a mechanism, assuming that the
v� � B� component in the force balance (B� is the poloi-
dal magnetic field) is the dominant term of the change
of Er.

In conclusion, a toroidal spin-up of the plasma has been
produced by applying the DED in the TEXTOR tokamak.
The scaling of the effect with perturbation field ampli-
tude suggests that ergodic layers inside the plasma gen-
erate the rotation. At least the observed toroidal rotation
direction agrees with a radial electric field, which is
produced by an enhanced electron transport in such er-
godic layers. The absence of substantial confinement
changes suggests that also the plasma viscosity remains
unaffected. Even if it changed, the case without net
momentum input (balanced NBI) does not support an
influence of the viscosity on the increase of rotation. Thus
the radial electric field could serve as the required mo-
mentum source. Assuming that the toroidal rotation pro-
file smoothly goes to zero at the plasma edge, the
measured evolutions of !� and plasma pressure do not
indicate strong changes of the E� B shearing rate, which
would explain why the confinement does not change.

To achieve a significant increase of toroidal plasma
rotation the perturbation field amplitude and the corre-
sponding ergodization have to be sufficiently large and, at
the same time, the formation of a tearing mode has to be
avoided. In the parameter range studied this is accom-
plished if the DED rotation is parallel to plasma current
-4
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and NBI direction, independent of the NBI power. Why
the tearing mode threshold is lower for a corotating DED
field has yet to be explained.
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